Title, Synopsis & Exhibit Page Structure - A Different Approach
Fran Adams

We often hear the mantra of exhibits having ‘a beginning, a middle and an end.’ In exploring ways to
provide jurors with a more comprehensive overview of my new exhibit, the thought occurred to me to
include the last page of the exhibit in addition to the title page to better define the ‘beginning and end’
parts of that mantra.
I ran this thought by philatelic friends (exhibitors Lester C. Lanphear III, Alan Campbell and retired
judge Don Chafetz). They humored me and indicated it wasn’t a bad idea, but not necessarily one worth
pursuing. The reason - the title and synopsis pages should provide the information a judge requires to
become familiar with the exhibit and subject. Time to read and evaluate additional information, that
should be evident in the synopsis, were also concerns. The guys were kind in their responses, but I still
wondered how more of the exhibit’s story line might be better addressed in the existing pages.
Les includes a series of departmental summaries as appendices with his synopsis on U.S. official stamps.
Alan embeds them in his exhibit pages. Don suggested interweaving my single line chapter descriptions,
already part of the exhibit plan, into the synopsis page’s introductory text using footnote style reference
numbers. That worked nicely, but there was still something missing in what I was trying to do.
Chewing on the problem further, I sent a note to highly respected judge Steven Zwillinger asking for his
thoughts. Steve also indicated the synopsis was the proper place for the information, but he included an
unexpected comment in his kind reply - a thought that rang true to my intention - “Maybe, like a book
proposal, we need a chapter summary.”
Further conversation with these accomplished philatelists resulted in recognizing my title, synopsis and
exhibit page structures should reflect a more integrated relationship between them. The title and exhibit
pages work in tandem for exhibit viewers. The synopsis however is now even more dependent on the
title page. This relationship shouldn’t be new as juries have long emphasized not repeating information
from the title page in the synopsis.
Most readers value a reasonable overview of an exhibit but slogging through dense introductions is
tedious. I’m no different. My current exhibits include average text heavy introductions. The exhibit plans
are essentially a simple outline with chapter titles and single line chapter descriptions rather than a bullet list of only chapter titles. The single line descriptions I’ve used in the past provide enlightenment as
to a chapter’s content and make the plan more informative, but they weren’t the solution I was looking
for this time. I wanted something greater in this instance and chapter summaries sounded good.
As is often the case, things quickly snowballed out of control, wild ideas tripping over impossible approaches. First it was chapter summaries, then literature references followed by key events, etc., etc. The
shear number of changes was highly unusual and each new feature pushed expectations to the next level. In the end, a severe change in approach for layout and content of the title and synopsis pages became
the final agenda. The only thing staying the same was the exhibit’s title and position on the title page.
Other exhibitors may have used similar methods and done it better, but I’ll share my thoughts in case
someone is interested.
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Title Page

To incorporate the idea of chapter summaries, a complete separation of the exhibit introduction from
the exhibit plan on the title page (figure 1) was crucial as the introduction text was to be stripped to a
bare minimum. The lion’s share of that text was to be worked into the exhibit plan chapter by chapter.
Layout
Two vertical columns (1a), were introduced and clearly titled ‘Introduction’ and ‘Exhibit Plan’. A gray
underlying background (1b) for the ‘Introduction’ section achieved the starker visual separation I was
looking for.
Introduction
Within the revised introduction text, a short statement explains my exhibit focus (1c). Including a small
but nice philatelic item directly related to the focus text (1d), enforces what the viewer just read on the
subject.
A short statement on exhibit development outlines the story’s ‘beginning, middle and end’ (1e) and
again, a small philatelic item (1f) to carry that development text forward.
A last addition is a guide to discerning difficult to acquire and key items (1g).
This now minimal text, provides a more concise introduction for viewers resulting in a much quicker
read.
Exhibit Plan
Exhibit plan chapters are numbered and use sub-title style names, not much difference there. The big
change however is to the previous single line descriptions. First, description text was dropped to a
second line. That allowed the chapter titles (1h) to have date ranges (1j) positioned to the right of them,
producing a greater sense of sequential flow in the time line of the exhibit plan.
Second, multiple text snippets, extracted from the originally long introduction text, were integrated into
the single line descriptions, changing them into short chapter summaries (1k). Summaries are purposely
kept reasonably short to provide only an overview of events within each chapter and time frame so
viewers aren’t overwhelmed.
‘Key events’ (1l) are contained within the summary text and specifically called out in an italicized typeface. (Key events in this case are actions which were major contributors to the founding of the United
Nations.) These key events are repeated in the synopsis and exhibit pages using the same keyword/s and
maintain an italic typeface throughout for a consistent feel.
Lastly, chapter summaries provide an opportunity to emphasize the ‘end’ of the exhibit (1m). Coordinating this chapter summary text with the introduction’s development statement (1e) closes the loop for
the exhibit’s story line. Bolding and italicizing, in this case, ‘United Nations Information Office’, makes
certain it’s not missed.
That’s still a lot of information packed on the title page, but now it’s divided into smaller, more manageable packets focused on what viewers may find helpful or interesting for specific chapters.
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Synopsis

The structure of the new synopsis page is a bit more radical in style than what I’ve done before.
What’s Important?
If I were a judge, I’d like to see:
A. What is the exhibit focus?
B. What is the exhibit story line development (‘beginning, middle and end’)?
C. What is the exhibit plan?
The synopsis is built to answer those questions in the same order they’re asked and these three criteria
occupy the entire first page of the synopsis (figure 2).
The exhibit focus (2a) and story line development (2b) statements in the synopsis are similar to those on
the exhibit’s title page, only they’re slightly more detailed now. Adding a small philatelic item (2c) again
enhances the ‘look’ of the page and shows off an item of interest as well.
The major changes however are found within the exhibit plan itself. Chapter titles and date ranges are
retained, but chapter summaries were removed in favor of strictly jury oriented information.
That information now includes: literature references used for each chapter (2d), key events during particular time frames (2e) in italic type face using key words from the chapter summaries, key items (2f),
how rare that material is (2g) as well as the frame/page numbers of key events and key items (2h).
This approach should help jurors to readily examine literature references so research time, if required,
is minimized. The exhibit’s progression, ie. chapter names and dates, is front and center. It also quickly
outlines the chapter’s key events and identifies key items for each chapter.
The Rest of It
Once those basics are provided, I’m free to elaborate on other fun facts about the exhibit subject and
material. Traditional synopsis information follows on the second page (figure 3).
Some jurors may consider the addition of title page chapter summaries to be too wordy and/or simply
not needed. In that case, a short note (2j) explains the reason for them.
The guide statement on the title page is expanded slightly with information on my ‘difficult to acquire
and key items’ (2k), noting special text styling and matting color. These key items should no longer become ‘lost’ as frame and page number locations are also noted.
My old paragraph style for philatelic items, one after the other, is now arranged into a simple table (2l)
providing a much clearer option for review.
Literature references (2m) are numbered and those reference numbers added, as appropriate, after each
chapter name on page 1 of the synopsis.
(Note: The above method differs from guidelines for a synopsis in the APS Judging Manual.)
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Exhibit Pages

So, now that we’ve discussed title and synopsis page structures, how does the new structure affect, or
better yet benefit, actual exhibit pages. After all, that’s where the real significance of changes should be
realized if we tie things together appropriately.

Structure

Exhibit pages (figure 4) also have a structure with features taken from the exhibit plan, ie. calling out
chapter titles (3a). They are used at the top of each exhibit page for consistency throughout. This similarity provides a sense of harmony from page to page.
Extending chapter titles with sub-titles (3b) makes nearly every page a unique subject detail and provides depth to the story line. The same keyword/s used in the chapter summaries are also used in the
chapter sub-titles to ensure uniform term recognition.
As key events are now incorporated into the exhibit plan, adding a visual pointer on the exhibit page
will assist viewers in finding those pages more readily. The term ‘Key Event’ in red text immediately after
the chapter sub-title (3c) should be reasonably obvious.
A chapter date range is also positioned to the right of the chapter/sub-title text (3d), repeating the format found in the exhibit plan and allows viewers to follow the exhibit’s progression easily.
Adding keyword/s to the body text (3e) emphasizes the subject and putting them in italics helps again to
make it more obvious.
The guide statement describing highlighting techniques of special information or difficult to acquire and
key items found in the title page’s introduction text and in the synopsis is reflected on the exhibit page,
ie. dark blue matt (3f) and bold italic text (3g).
The key item’s rarity factor (3h), as described in the synopsis, is also present.
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Famous Last Words

This newly paired title/(exhibit)/synopsis page configuration is essentially the ‘Cliff ’s Notes’ version of
my exhibit. Hopefully, if a judge has studied the submitted title page and synopsis, they will be much
better prepared to review the exhibit at the frames. With any luck at all, this should provide a clearer
overview of the exhibit as a whole to both viewers and jurors.
As an unexpected benefit, this exercise exposed unbalanced chapters, pages in need of material exchange, duplicate or similar write-ups, text that needed more work and even a change of exhibit sub-title
among other assorted issues. I’ve attempted to address these shortcomings and the exhibit is now better
for it. It even gained a sixth frame once the balance issues were worked out, something I really didn’t
expect to be able to accomplish when first starting the exhibit!
Getting back to how show visitors will benefit when viewing the exhibit, they will be able to gather information from the title page quicker and easier and immediately recognize:
A. What the story line is.
B. What chapters make it up.
C. What events are covered.
D. When those events occurred.
What’s Next?
I’m unsure what other opportunities might further integrate the exhibit plan, exhibit pages and synopsis but welcome ideas, comments and discussion. Some exhibitors may not believe this structure can be
used with all types of exhibits. I’ve no idea if it can or can’t and I don’t claim this is the ‘silver bullet’ for
title/synopsis pages for juries. This article simply outlines the ideas and techniques I’ll be using in the
future and likely has not scratched the surface of what could be accomplished. Further changes may be
incorporated once others review and comment on this approach.
The rear side of my exhibit’s title page still remains blank. Who knows, maybe the last exhibit page may
make it onto that white space yet…
Thanks
Special thanks are due Don Chafetz, Lester C. Lanphear III, Alan Campbell and Steve Zwillinger for
their patience, suggestions and support in reviewing this article. I couldn’t have done it without them.
Thanks guys.
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